
 

 
 

Finding & Processing Images 
for Web / ANGEL Display 

  
Image Search 
 
Use photos rather than clip art unless instructed otherwise. CLT uses approved databases for 
image searches, including clipart.com, photos.com and the library image databases: 
http://www.esc.edu/library    All Research Databases    Images    use esc login 
 
Image Optimization for Web / ANGEL Display 
 
• Images need to be optimized for the Web/ANGEL. Do this by shrinking and 

compressing the file in a graphics program.  -- Never enlarge files because this blows-
up pixels (into visible squares on your image) and degrades the quality of the image, and 
never resize images in the ANGEL editor (do not resize in image properties). 

• Resize (smaller) to a pixel dimension of no larger than around 250 pixels to 350 pixels 
in either direction, depending on the detail of the image. (For instance a headshot or 
simple object might be 250px vs. a crowd scene, which could be 350px.) If an image is 
highly detailed or contains text that needs to be legible, then the image could be sized 
larger (approximately 350-400pixels, or even larger, depending on the image and 
learning objectives). The content on the page and in the image would determine if an 
image should run large. (Image requests to CLT should identify images that need to run 
larger than the specified guidelines above.) 

• Resize the image in a graphics program.  Examples: In Fireworks: Modify 
menu > Canvas > Image Size. In Photoshop: Image menu > Image Size 

• Export or Save the image for Web display: photographs should be saved as 
JPEG (.jpg), and line art, or clip art, should generally be saved as .png or .gif, but use 
whatever provides the sharpest image -- sometimes it will be JPEG even for clip art. 
Shoot for a file size of around 30K, but this number can vary a lot and is not an exact 
requirement -- a high quality image is most important. Graphics programs vary, but will 
be capable of resizing and saving to .jpg -- examples below:  
 
 In Fireworks use the “Export Preview” window.  From the “File” menu, select 

“Export Preview.”  As you change the “Format” and “Quality,” you will see the size 
of the file and how long it will take to download.  
 

 In Photoshop, export files by using “Save for Web…” from the “File” menu. 
Compress files when exporting using the selections in the “Save for Web…” window 
(“JPEG High” is recommended for photographs).  

 
 In Microsoft Office Picture Manager use “Export Using this Size” > “Email - Large” 

or “Web - Small” 
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Custom Styles for Images with Captions 
 
The Style drop down menu can be used to apply a custom style to images with captions.  
The Style menu is located on the ANGEL editor toolbar:  

 

To format an image with a caption follow these steps: 

After placing/inserting the image onto the page, select the image and use the right arrow on 
your keyboard to put the curser to the right of the image if the curser doesn't automatically 
go to the right of the image. Then hit Enter, and then type or paste the caption and hit Enter 
again (If you past the caption, filter it with “Paste from Word” and “Remove Formatting”).  

Highlight both the caption and the image and select one of the first three styles from the 
Style menu (depending on where you want the image to go on the page). These styles create 
a container (“div” container or box) for the image and the caption. 

 Left_ImgCap will float your image and caption to the Left.  

 Rgt_ImgCap will float your image and caption to the Right. 
(Recommended for most images.)  

 Cntr_ImgCap will align your image and caption in the Center.  
(Recommended for large or wide images.) 

If you change your mind, select just the containing box and make a 
new selection. And/or highlight and select Normal in the Format 
menu.  

Adjust the width of the container for best results: 
After applying the style, the source for the image and caption will 
look like the following: 

<div class="empire_imgright" style="WIDTH: 30%"> 

<p><img height="300" alt="describe your image here" width="198" 

src="path_to_YourImageFile.jpg" /></p> 

<p>This is the caption.</p> 

</div> 

Change the (first) width % (in the div tag) to match the width of the image (in the 
img tag). In the code above replace 30% with 198px (use px to indicate the unit of 
measurement is pixels). 

IMPORTANT TIP! 

Start with clean code (code without extra formatting on the image or caption) to achieve a 
clean block of code as shown above. See “How to Paste or Filter ANY text in ANGEL” 
(included on the next page) to clean-up the code. 
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How to Paste or Filter ANY text in ANGEL: 
 
1) Click the “Paste from Word” icon in the 
ANGEL editor (see right). 

 
Use “Past from Word” even if the text did not come 
from MS Word.  
 
ALSO, to remove existing formatting/styles/or 
extraneous code, use this process on text that 
is cut from and pasted within ANGEL. 
 
 
 

 
 
2) In the Paste from Word dialog 
box: paste the text into the text field 
using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+V -- 
make sure both boxes on the 
bottom left are checked before 
clicking “OK.”  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) Highlight the text on the page and choose 
"Remove Format" (found at the bottom of the edit menu 
– the first drop down menu on the left). 
 
 
 
4) With the text still highlighted, choose Normal from 
the Format menu. 
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